
Rank Strand
Control
Nowhere does Rank Strand Electric’s long experi
ence, allied to the latest technical development,
show to better advantage than in modern lighting
control. In the following pages will be found a range
unapproached in its comprehensiveness; covering
as it does, preset controls for the tightest budget on
the one hand and for the largest theatre or television
studio on the other. Although custom built or special
control systems can be supplied they are largely
rendered unnecessary. Standard control systems
mean keen price and delivery.
This entire range uses the latest form of dimmer—the
Thyristor dimmer—which is backed by Strand’s
practical experience in the field since the first pilot
installations in 1964. Today the same Rank Strand
Thyristor dimmers are common to the large Opera
House and the school stage. The London Coliseum,
home of the Sadlers’ Wells Opera Company, has
240 type JTM dimmers in twelve racks whereas
Craigmount School, Edinburgh, has just one rack
with 20 of exactly the same dimmers. The difference
between these two lighting controls lies in the
facilities provided by the control desk. In a Rank
Strand control just those controls that are needed
are supplied and care is taken to position and
design them so the operator can relax and use
them with confidence. They are easy to learn and
no nerve racking nightmares follow in which the
operator wonders if all is set properly for the new
cue. He, or she, can concentrate on the subtleties of
lighting, instead of the mechanics of operating a
switchboard.
It is Rank Strand Electric’s world-market which
allows tooling up for precision moulding of purpose-
made items such as dimmer levers. These are all
small in size, but always large enough for finger-
operation. To ensure close centres, and to pattern
the layout, conventional dimmer levers are arranged

Luminous dimmer lever showing printed circuit board with
solid state switching and routing elements.

one either side of a common scale.

Rank Strand controls begin with a simple set of
finger tip levers in a compact wall-mounting box
as shown below. The dimmers for these will be
remote thus keeping load carrying equipment and
wiring clear of the control point. The dimmer
modules can be unit type in separate boxes used
decentralised about the building—only the dimmer
levers being common, or they can be mounted
together in a rack. Where appropriate, push button
operation can be substituted to initiate automatic
motion. These automatics are described on page 1 6.

For stage lighting the minimum requirement is two
sets of dimmer levers for the one set of dimmers.
Each set will have a master fader so that while the
existing lighting effect is held the next one can be
preset. Stage lighting effects tend to be complex;
firstly because dimmers are used to balance the
lighting—to paint a number of stage pictures in
light. Secondly, because dimmers are used to
change the light from one picture to another, some
times imperceptibly as in a dawn or sunset or
suddenly as when a character switches on or off a
supposed source of illumination.
The minimum type of control to give facilities
adequate for today’s standards of lighting is the
Mini-2 (page 12). Both the dimmer packs and the
control units are made portable which not only
helps the setting up of temporary installations for
occasional performances but enables a minimum

A Rank Strand JP preset system for the touring company.

Simple control for six unit Thyristor dimmers.
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